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GAME INSTRUCTIONS

Wretched Feast Of The Five Realms
o Single Player

o Arcade Style

A delightful game of skill and luck. Gobble up corpses
Before They Rot!

GAME DESCRIPTION

In life you were a greedy and selfish rich man.
Weary of your avarice, an unforgiving jinn spirit
has transformed you into a ghoul who craves
the dead flesh of rotting corpses. You must
eat your way through the graveyards of the five
realms, avoiding bats, undead foes, and exorsists
commited to your demise. Will you survive the
Jinn’s redemption of your soul?

CONTROLS

Touch Screen: Grave Robber is a one player
game designed to be controled with touches.
Controling the Ghoul: The Ghoul will walk to
any location in the graveyard that you touch.
If the Ghoul is already on route to a location
touching a diffrent location will redirect the
Ghoul’s destination.
Swipe Up and Swipe Down: Swiping down
will pause your game, and manifest the
options menu (see page 00). Swiping UP
will un-pause your game and remove the
options menu.

HOW TO PLAY
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Object of the game: As the Ghoul, your primary
objective is to devour the required number of
rotting bodies in order to advance to the next level,
Graveyard Swamp: The Ghoul can roam freely
in the swamp collecting bodies, treasures and
special items as they rise from the ground.
As the Ghoul gets closer to his body quota, the
graveyard swamp will change color. When the
swamp turns black the Ghoul is only one body
away from completing the level.

Shadows: The Ghoul can hide in the Shadows
where he is safe from other undead and exorcists.
The Ghoul will not be safe from Bats or the spells of
the Litch while hidden. The ghoul can only hide in
the regions of the Shadows not occupied by a
tombstone. The Ghoul is hidden when only his
eyes are visible in the darkness.
Bodies: The food all ghouls crave! Bodies must be
devoured to enter the next level. The nuber of bodies
required to complete each level are displayed just
before the level begins. Bodies start to ROT as
soon as they they are fully exposed. If a body rots
before the Ghoul has a chance to eat it, the body
will disaper and a tombstone will appear in the
Shadows region of the gameboard.
Tombstones: will block acess to the safety of the
Shadows region. No tombstones will apper on the
gameboard until a body has rotted. For every
body that rots without being eaten a new tombstone
will materialize. Once the Shadows region is
completly blocked by tombstones there will be no
way for the Ghoul to access the Shadows.
Score: Displays your score. There can only be one
high score!
Lives: Each heart represents one life. The game is
over when all hearts have been expended.

The Five Realms: The repentant Ghoul will have
to survive the graveyard swamps of the Jinn’s
Five Realms. The Realms each have their own
unique asthetics and monsters, however, they are
identical in their mechanics.
The Forest: Black knights, mummies, and the
Necrofedius roam this sylvanian nightmare.
The exorsist who plagues you is a nun of the
Western Sisterhood.
The Plains: Ghost samuri, zombi ninjas, and red
dragon spirits roam this region. The exorsist
who torments you is a monk of the Eastern Order.
The Jungle: Spirit warriors, skeletons, and giant
snakes roam this region. The exorsist who bedevils
you is a priestess of the Southern Temple.
The City: Cyclops, beholders, and harpi roam this
region. The exorsist who goads you is a cleric of the
North Sanctuary.
The Future: Cyborgs, Skeletal Astronauts, and
Robowraiths roam this region. The exorsist who
seeks your destruction is a digi-nun of the Church
of the Omega.

Enemies: The Ghoul has many enemies in the
graveyard swamp. Contact with most of these
entities will result in the loss of a life. The Ghoste
and the Litch are the exceptions.

Bats: Will take a life and cannot be avoided in the
Shadows.
Undead Monsters: Will take a life and can be
avoided or hidden from in the Shadows.

Exorsists: Will sacrafice themselves to try and
stop the Ghoul’s sacraligious feast. If they catch
the Ghoul he will loose a life. Exorsists will follow
the ghoul and can only be avoided by hiding in the
Shadows.

The Litch: Enters the graveyard swamp if they
player has taken more than two minutes to complete
any level. The litch is EXTREMLEY DANGEROUS.
Any contact with the Litch will result in instant death
for the Ghoul (game over). The Litch will stop and
cast a spell before it is dragged back into the underworld from where it spawned. Every spell that the
Litch can cast is terrible and can easily end in instant
death for the Ghoul. *Hint* It’s better to be behind the
Litch when it casts a spell. *The Litch will also appear
sometime durring the last level of each region, so
beware!

The Ghoste: The ghoste is a hungry spirit who like
the Ghoul must consume bodies of the dead. The
ghoste will steal bodies from the ghoul. This means
that every time the ghoste is allowed to consume
a body, the Ghoul’s body collection progress will be
set back. The Ghoul will have the misfortune of
having to re-eat bodies in his quota to complete the
level. A player who is fortunate enough to find a
Anti-Ghoste

Treasures and special items: Treasure and special
items will randomly appear in the graveyard swamp.

Treasure Chest: Once a treasure chest has appeared
in the graveyard swamp it will remain until the ghoul
collects it if he can. Treasure chests give the player
a 100 point bonus.
Elixer: If the ghoul collects an elixer he is twice as fast
and invinceable for a short time.
Anticross: If an exorcist plagues the ghoul, this arcane
item of evil will send him or her to an early acention.
Life Heart: If the ghoul collects a Life Heart he will gain
a life.
Poison: If the ghoul collects a bottle of poison he will
loose a life! Poison is the only special item that has a
negative effect.
Fast Boots: These boots make the ghoul run much
faster for the durration of the game. Fast Boots are

Fast Boots: These boots make the ghoul run much
faster for the durration of the game. Fast Boots are
only found in the crypts of the bonus levels.
Anti-Ghoste Amulet: This amulet will allow you to
destroy the ghoste. If you posess the amulet and
make contact with the ghoste, it will disapear. The
Anti-Ghoste Amulet is only found in the crypts of
the bonus levels.
Litchslayer: This is a powerful sword that, if collected
allows the ghoul to destroy the Litch. The Litchslayer is
very difficult to collect. The only way to get the Litchslayer
is for the ghoul to sacrifice itself to one of the exorcists.
When the exorcist ascends to the heavens there is a
very slight chance the Litchslayer will manifest itself.
Bonus Levels: After every three graveyard levels you
complete you will enter a Bonus Level. You will be
presented with a choice of three crypts, one of the
crypts contains a treasure. Touch a crypt and see
if you find a treasure!
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Accessing the Options Menu: From the title
Screen you can access the Options Menu by
touching “Options Menu”. When you are playing
the game simply swipe DOWN to access the
Options Menu, the game will pause. To exit swipe
UP, gameplay will resume.
Music Off / On: This switch toggles the background
music off and on.

Sound Effects Off / On: This switch toggles sound
effects off and on.
Graveyard Color Indicates Progress: When this
switch is on the graveyard will change color getting
progressivly darker as the ghoul gets closer to his
body quota. Turning this option off means that you
will have no indication of how many bodies have
been devoured.
Extra Tombstones: Turn this option on if you want
to make gameplay more difficult by adding two more
potential tombstones to hinder the ghoul’s graveyard
mobility. *There is a score bonus every level that you
have this option switched on. **The ghoul can get
stuck inbetween the extra tombstones and this will
essensialy end the game as he will be unable to
avoid enemies.
Apply Settings: Once you have selected your
desired options, hit the “Apply Settings” to make
them active.
Cheat Code Field: Enter cheat codes that change
various things in the game. *This option is only
available in the full version.

Apply Code: Once you have enterd a cheat code
hit the “Apply Code” button to make it active
*Cheating disallows entering your initials for the
high score, so if you are playing for a high score
DON’T CHEAT!
Quit Game: This will realy quit the game and take
you to the iOS. You will loose any progress made.
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